We Are Fashion Revolution

Fashion Revolution is a global movement created in 2013 following the tragedy of Rana Plaza in Bangladesh in 2013, with a death toll of more than 1,100 human lives. Our vision for the future is a global fashion industry that conserves and restores the environment and values people over growth and profit. We are here to tell a different story about the clothes we wear. You can read our Manifesto here.

Our Vision

Our vision is to create an educational hub, to:

1. Attract global experts, educators, policy makers, fashion designers, business schools and people passionate about environmental and global issues, such as human rights.
2. Educate the future leaders of sustainable fashion & support entrepreneurs with sustainable start-up ideas in any stage of the supply chain and sector of the textile industry.
3. Enhance the creation of high caliber networks amongst experts, professionals, managers, and entrepreneurs of the sustainable fashion industry.

The program appeals to those who want to acquire the novel skillets and tools of sustainable and circular fashion while accessing critical research and networks necessary to thrive as fashion revolutionaries.

FRSS is delivered by global experts in the sustainable, circular, and ethical fashion and textile fields and created around a holistic experience of sustainable living and the coexistence of future practices within the fashion and textile industries.

PROGRAM PILLARS

FASHION AND TEXTILE: SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS, DESIGN, CIRCULARITY, ETHICS

- Learn and apply the latest sustainable innovations in the fashion industry
- Build stronger resources for compliances, innovative solutions and transparent circular system approaches to support global companies and tackle company CSR outcomes
- Extraordinary academic assembly by international experts
- Engage and learn inspiring best practices
- Join with local artisans in their studio spaces as we travel through Greece
- Create a new network
- Connect as a global game-changer in fashion

- ‘Unique heritage guides to the monuments of the ancient Hellenic culture and the modern textile and fashion industry sites’
- ‘Learn about the source and geographical crossroads of the east to the west, the natural pathways used by modern traffickers and the connections within our garment industry’
- ‘Circular travel experience’
- ‘Regenerative travel principals’
- ‘See "test" learn from traditional and local fashion techniques and novel circular best practices’
- ‘Traveling to the heritage sites of one the largest textile and fashion production countries of the past’
- Eco-sensitive, eco-supportive
- ‘Experiential learning of the gaps and solutions to our fashion systems’

LEARN, SEE, ENGAGE, PARTICIPATE, GET INVOLVED, CREATE

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Are you a stakeholder, executive, or collaborator in the clothing, footwear and textile industry and want to upscale to sustainable, circular, ethical fashion processes, models, and systems? Join our professional certificate Fashion Revolution Summer School program.

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

Are you a designer, researcher, artist, architect, or a student that wants to become a leader in Sustainable Fashion and join in the core development of facilitating change and generational needs that will reshape our global fashion systems? Join our accredited Fashion Revolution Summer School program.

Prepare to be exposed to a variety of topics from business, to design, materiality and textiles on all stages of the sustainable fashion supply chain from raw materials, fibers, textile development technologies and recycling to new business and sales models, circular manufacturing processes and emerging consumption patterns.

At the end of the program, students will test their knowledge, implement new resources and further their co-working skills during internationally recognized FRSS Fashion-Tech Hackathon. Experts from the local IT ecosystem and regionally acclaimed fashion designers will be invited to work together with students to incorporate and pitch venture ideas at the FRSS closing ceremonies.

From the moment you arrive in Greece, you will be a part of unique, curated guided experiences with local educators, regenerative farmers, artisans, entrepreneurs and historical researchers.

Optional restorative opportunities of yoga, meditation, embroidery, weaving and mending workshops.

Plant-based and vegan food will be readily available.

The FRSS programs’ carbon footprint will be reported and off-set throughout every step.

At the end of the fourth week, if you decide you would like to stay longer, you will be able to shadow professionals of your interest for two more weeks or have a short-term internship in a social or circular fashion enterprise, i.e SOFFIA, Salty Bags, 3 Quarterm, visit here to see the full program.

This is an in-person program with asynchronous program outcomes available post-event.